A student may be dropped from the roles whenever it is considered in the best interests of the Institute.

The day I wrote this thing I was delivered, as was every other student in this place, a personal threat to the very continuance of my "training" here. In a motionless crowd, emblazoned with the symbols of historic pride, the mechanically drawn image of the right-angled institution loomed prone in the murky basin of the Merrimack. I am aware of my master's stern but paternalistic advice. Perceive how the breaking of the shadow envelops the scene so that it is almost invisible. It is an Institute! It is a crustacean. We find in it the grand design. Traditional philosophy is once again shown to be void. Once you have found the theory, you try the many systems, have considered the many hypotheses, and have dispelled the many preliminary connotations, then you can begin to understand. The methods, the motivations, and the form of the existence of the crustacean are now beyond the understanding of the mortal student.

"Suffering and pain," he said, "is a student's training. The best system is one demands meditation. For such beauty as has been created, for such a revelation of truth, one must pay eternal respect."

Submit. This is submission of dignity, no, nor is it a loss of personal worth. It increases your value. There are a product so produced in abundance, yet so much in demand, and with such a market value that you cannot control; or else, if you do call the wisdom of this well treed path; you need not look towards the end, as the guidance and wisdom provided can keep you on the straight and narrow.

The system needs only obedience. I, too, am being channelled, but I am also a decalogue, as such, I must face the legislation. How foolish it was of me to dare cross from the master's command, for now I must experience pain and suffering. While you remain sanctified, and are protected from the outside world, I have made myself subject to the torment of the outside world. No, you feel no pain, but doctors will tell you that the pain will not be felt if the wound is not known to the victim, but yet the victim will die.

Die if you wish, or live to heal the wound, even if it means that you must feel the pain. There is a grave wound in humanity's side and it bleeds and snaps the body's strength and the motor function becomes crippled and the heart pulse slows and the limbs become stiff and the excretions become the release of fetid and the can-

cerosis cells push out the healthy cells and the system brings self destruction and the body eats, good drawn down by the bad, and the case of rigor mortis isn't cured by bexyz, you know.

May I ask you to look around yourself, see what is beyond the foliage surrounding the path. It is not necessary to see what is at the end to know the evil that is at hand. It is not necessary to know the whole system before inconsistencies are to be found.

It was a long time coming in civilization but at least one man has come to realize that "Over himself, over his own body and mind, the individual is sovereign," and that is the only purpose for which power can be rightfully exercised over any member of a civilized community, when he has failed to prevent harm to others.

But this was said over 100 years ago, by John Stuart Mill, and yet here we are, living in America, which was supposedly founded on the principle of the inviolability of human rights, and on the importance of human initiative, and you are susceptible at any time to be disciplined for the slightest of reasons, without recourse and without justice.

In all this, you have been surprised at one point in the cases of the three suspended students that he did not know exactly what charges would be brought against the students, but sometimes accused that they were guilty. Otherwise stated, they were assumed guilty until proved innocent.

When your father tells you, "You can't fight City Hall!" are you really to accept defeat immediately? This kind of balance was perpetuated on me all through grammar school, and by the same weakling teachers who enrolled Jefferson, poor, confused souls, but so typically American... Damn! The word doesn't mean anything anymore. "American! Pah! They don't even understand the system they praise so generously. Hubert Horatio (wows) Hamilton, he wants so nobly "to continue the American Revolution." should know that it died a long time ago.

There was more idolatry and freedom of spirit in one Yankee farmer Minstrelman than there is now in the whole Commonwealth. People now sit back and let the system control them, resigned to a fate they let others decide.

It's not so difficult to see that Lowell Tech is an oligarchy, run by a bureaucracy far removed from the students. It is now preparatory to suggest that they consider their interests before theirs, rather, they are out to get your skin if it means saving theirs.

So what are you doing just sitting there reading this?

—Tom Murray
Concerned over the comparatively small number of Negroes attending their "Springfield Tech" squad of black students, President Melvin Lowell of Springfield Tech has organized to canvass the high schools of Massachusetts in an all-out recruitment drive.

At the meeting with President Lowell, graduating student John Andrews of Chelsea pointed out that never in the history of Lowell Tech has a Negro student from Lowell graduated from an engineering school.

He volunteered his services in recruiting in Lowell, and said he was willing to go to the homes of prospective students if a high school visit did not produce results.

Preston Butler, a sophomore from Springfield, said he was never approached by a placement officer while attending Springfield Tech, and expressed belief that guidance officers feel that students from the school could not perform to Lowell Tech standard.

"I'm having no trouble," said Butler, an excellent student, "and I'm sure there are many other Negroes at Springfield Tech who can do just as well, if he, too, plans to recruit at his alma mater.

Also keenly interested in participating in the drive is Margaret Meyers of Trinidad, a freshman who is the only black girl student at the Institute.

The recruiters said they will stress the low tuition cost at Lowell Tech (250 a year for Massachusetts students), plus ample work and loan programs for those in need.

The Tech students told President Lowell they would like to dedicate a "Dormitory Day" to the memory of martyred Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. They also asked that a course in the humanities be started and a foundation be founded at the college in his name.

As of now, two trips have been made into Boston by the four named in the story—Jeremiah E. Brown of Springfield, said he was born in Latin, Bingham, and Dorchester High.

At a meeting with Lowell Tech President Martin J. Lydon, the students provided him with a list of high schools where there are a number of Negroes they feel are potential LTI students who do not know of the educational opportunities at the college.

The main theme of the recruiting drive will be to give the students a high school, and in Springfield, Cape, and Lowell areas.

Lowell Tech director of admissions Maurice Hamson has been contacting the various high schools requesting permission to allow the Negro students to examine their recruitments, and has been meeting with favorable response.

Dana Hamson told the Negro students that Tech recruiters had visited these schools previously and had been specifically requested by the students of the Negro black students capable of meeting admission requirements.

The students replied that their belief much of the lack of response to the fact that many such high school black students not able to talk to such a selective use of their race.

One of the group's spokesmen, Daryl Jones of Roxbury, revealed that all of the Negro students at Lowell Tech not one had been recommended to the college by a high school guidance counselor.

"I was told upon graduation from Boston English high school I would never be able to make it at Lowell Tech," Jones said.

He and his brother Julian are graduating next month with degrees in electrical engineering. Both have accepted engineering posts, Daryl with IBM in Poughkeepsie, N.Y. and Julius with General Dynamics in Quincy.

The Jones brothers are scheduled to visit Boston English with LTI placement officer Lorenz Maitin. They feel their accomplishments might encourage other English high school students to go on to college.

Other high schools chosen as principal targets for recruiting are Jamaica Plain, Roxslydale, Hyde Park, Jamaica, E. Boston, Boston Latin, Bright, Dorchester, Girls', Latin, Cambridge Latin, Bedford Tech, Lowell, Newton, and Lawrence high school of Fitchburg.

The library addition is due to be completed by the end of October. December and at present is still undergoing the finishing touches of the new library, for when completed it will be the largest and most complete library in the present number. It will also create new facilities elsewhere, the basement floor, of five levels, will contain libraries and study rooms.

Radio station WLTI will greatly benefit by the new addition. To be included among the basement facilities for broadcasting are ten separate studios, a master control room, a recording studio, and a separate audio-visual library. The broadcasting power of the radio will be boosted to a thousand watts at the time of completion, the station formerly used by WWAC Radio.

Also included on the basement floor will be a number of small rooms for the private enjoyment of students. There will also be a large music room which will be used as a public function room at a time of celebration. The book vault will also be used as a language lab. The small purpose rooms on this basement floor will be the largest group of small rooms as it will have a capacity of about 200 students for the audio-visual aids such as a projection TV in the ceiling and a completely equipped projection room.

The main facilities on the basement floor will be the recatorium, dual and general-purpose spaces. Each of these rooms have a separate area except for the cafeteria area, which will contain seating areas for 2,100 persons, and be separated by a book store.

The new addition will contain of space, which will be used to house the audio-visual equipment and the existing library, which will be devoted solely to the use of periodicals which completion of the library will occur.

The book capacity will be approximately about 125,000 volumes when the transition is complete. The second floor will contain the recatorium which will be capable of accommodating 600 students.

The new rules and regulations proposed by the Board of Trustees and approved by the President will be the first of its kind in the state of Massachusetts, President Lydon, said the new rules and regulations will be the first of its kind in the state of Massachusetts.

The Board, the new rules and regulations will be on display in the dormitories, which is where the dormitories will be formed.

The Board of Trustees has also written the Dormitory Council, which is a body of students who will be responsible for the new resident halls. The new council, which is to be named the Student Council, will be created by the President of the University, the I.D.C. is made up of four dormitory representatives to the I.D.C., who will coordinate the functions and activities of the dormitories. The I.D.C. will also facilitate the providing for the students.

Dear Sir,

I would like to express my gratitude to the Freshmen chemistry instructors for the excellent semester's work. I think we all agree that the material being discussed in lectures. Although the lab session is a different course from the chemistry course, I feel that this is the better of the two classes.

Veronica Pergi

LETTERS/cont. from Page 5

The point is this: There are two groups of people that we are going to get in contact with; those that are affiliated with alcoholic drinks and those that are not. The former have a different attitude and a different opinion. The latter are the kind of people we want in Tech life.

—Burton Tenney

CHICAGO SEYERS TIES WITH THE DRAFT

CHICAGO (CPS)—The University of Chicago will no longer supply arms to the Selective Service System.

We are getting out of the business of communicating with draft boards as a result of the recent changes in military policy, said James C. Nash, general counsel for good faith in the past, but in my view, we were wrong.

"I think the threat of the draft has been exaggerated, that the pressure on the student body which came to the college of a student's draft, the star, the college, the student who does not want to be drafted when he is drafted, whatever he do by draft board for information or not, is a matter of great concern to the University."

The University president was attending and he had been considering a letter to protest the policy.

"The University students who have to go to draft boards that they are registered will submit a statement to that effect to the best of their ability. They will not have to give the letter. The University will notify draft boards of a student's graduation only when the student requests it.

Previously the university made students sign a form authorizing the university to notify the local draft boards that a student is a student, including notification of lack of status of the
If you're worried that the draft may want to visit a small red brick building in the Sixth Avenue, Central Square. Located there is the office of the B.D.R.G. (Boston Draft Resistance Group) who offer free counseling to anyone perplexed by the notion of killing and/or being killed for L.B.J.

The Resistance office is usually staffed by a half-dozen counselors and is open from 9 to 6 every day except Sunday. Most counselors are students, but some are "full-time" workers who maintain a job on the side to support themselves.

The Resistance office has a complete library of literature pertaining to Selective Service which includes all the regulations, forms, and catalogs, of such things as conditions which qualify one for medical deferments. The Resistance also provides a medical referral service and, if necessary, legal representation.

But can you get out of the draft? You can't, as long as universal military service exists in this country, it must be faced in some form or one of six ways:

1. Comply with the system and become a toogee of American racist imperialism. (Easiest thing to do: no intelligence required—only a body.)

2. Resist. Refuse to cooperate in any way with the S.S. (Selective Service) if you are subject to a sentence of one to five years' imprisonment, nominal fines, and ostracization from bourgeois society. Approximately 2000 young men, however, have taken this most difficult and courageous step. If only 10% of those eligible for the draft refused to cooperate, then the system would collapse. This is not forseen in the immediate future and, therefore, only those who are willing to accept the consequences would be able to do it.

3. Go Underground. This means you hide out from the law by going off somewhere, changing your name, etc. If they never find you they can't draft you, but if they do find you, then they'll put you in Leavenworth.

4. Be declared mentally, mentally or morally unfit.

Many persons are classified either 4-F or 1-Y. Anyone suffering from a serious physical handicap will be classified this way. Most people are deferred for short periods which is not seriously strong, you may qualify for 1-Y which is the same as 4-F except it is reviewed each year and renewed if the condition persists.

Failure to pass the IQ tests will also deter you in this category. If you are a Negro and especially if you live in a ghetto area you may to purposely flunk the exam. Since most draft board members are white middle class racists, they assume you are less intelligent and therefore will not question you further as they might a white man who failed in this test. Do not, of course, under "education", write in that you have never been to a high school. Also in the 4-F class are fugitives and other such deviates from the norm considered by the S.S. as morally unfit, to write down on the form that you are a "morally unfit" escapee.

And in the 4-F class are faggots and other such deviates from the norm considered by the S.S. as morally unfit, to write down on the form that you are a "morally unfit" escapee.

Also in the 4-F class are faggots and other such deviates from the norm considered by the S.S. as morally unfit, to write down on the form that you are a "morally unfit" escapee.

The new way for the young man to go is to say you are an Jehovah's Witness. This is a hard one to pull off but if you do it right you can get out of the draft.

When Steve Goldvy and Dick Noyce, on the left and right of the stage, respectively, appeared as the M.C.'s for the Sixth Annual Comariety this past Friday night, I was hoping for something left of politically, socially or morally, but in fact I dealt with contemporary problems here at Tech. As Dick said later, most of the participants this year, the Welfare Stoppers, was composed of the top of the hill. Some of them went out over the hill and got the biggest laughs in the press room. For example, who, to a great extent, made up the whole audience. Rho. Hum.

The Walter Cronkite system was not able to broadcast the entire proceedings of the S.R.G. but not the night running. Last year's was much better at this, because it was broadcast on the radio and television, but this year it was not. I don't know who decided to do this, because it is the only way to do something consistent can be said to date, from what I've heard.

Friday night's show was rather up and down, although for the most part it was well done, the amount of well planned, well coordinated theatricals, and this is due to the brilliant work of the people participating in the show, the audience, and the planning of the show. Robert Pearson told me the day I talked to him about the production of Comariety that he had drafted the opening number for the middle of March, some six weeks ago, and a first rehearsal was held in the new theater on the campus. I didn't show for the full dress rehearsal that was held on Monday all the dress rehearsal was dropped, period.

The cast members are quite necessary since they give the director the opportunity to shuffle acts around and thereby maintain a reason able continuity. The difficulty of getting your act together, with the constant selling of tickets, the喿ification of the entire show, has not been, in spite of the amount of well planned, well coordinated theatricals, and this is due to the brilliant work of the people participating in the show, the audience, and the planning of the show. Robert Pearson told me the day I talked to him about the production of Comariety that he had drafted the opening number for the middle of March, some six weeks ago, and a first rehearsal was held in the new theater on the campus. I didn't show for the full dress rehearsal that was held on Monday all the dress rehearsal was dropped, period.
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On Sunday, April 28, a demonstration held at L.T.I. in sympathy for the students of fourth floor Eames. This entire floor was placed on restriction and thus they were required to remain in their dormitory rooms for 21 hours of each weekend day. Approximately 400 students, comprised of contingents from State and local colleges, as well as L.T.I., participated.

The demonstration was organized by the SRO (Students' Rights Organization) and presided over by members successfully raised for Charlie, the state frat house in front of Carmack Hall. The flag was meant to be symbolic of the "liberation" of the student body from this control.

The demonstration also included members of the campus protest against mandatory ROTC. Approximately 500 students attended the demonstration, which was composed of the SA (Student Assembly) and was attended by most of the members from the Student Body. Approximately 50 students who were arrested, most of whom were from the Student Assembly and were not acting in the same area that demonstrators wished to use, were not at all bothered by the security police.

The demonstration dissolved at approximately four o'clock and the demonstrators returned to the Eames Hall base and listened to a rock group which was organized by the SRO. However, the group was prevented from continuing its performance by Dean hike who "pulled the plug" from the campus electric power supply. Undoubtedly, everyone then re-appeared in the Office of the President, on December 21, 1970, where there was continued. This demonstration, which lasted for three hours, ended with the group's "march on" to the local police station. The group of demonstrators proceeded inside the police station, which was closed.

The_tabula_ 

The Meatball Tree  

In the seventeenth century the famous Asian explorer, Olin Durst, decided to go on a quest to discover the true origins of the meatball. He was sent by the king of the meatball world, the Emperor of the Meatballs, to search for the lost meatball. The Emperor was said to have been so fascinated with the meatball that he had dispatched an army of meatball hunters to find it. Durst set off on his journey, armed only with a pack of meatballs, a knife, and a map of the meatball world. He traveled across the meatball world, encountering all sorts of meatball-related creatures and phenomena. Eventually, he reached the meatball tree, which was said to be the source of all meatballs. Durst climbed to the top of the tree and plucked a meatball from the branch. He returned to the king, who was overjoyed to see the meatball. Durst then told the king of his adventure and the king ordered Durst to return to the meatball tree and bring back a meatball every month. Durst accepted the task and set off on another journey to the meatball tree. He returned with a meatball every month, and the king was satisfied.

Mass Restriction for Fourth Floor Eames  

by JOE AKOY 

Dormitory residents on the fourth floor of Eames Hall were given indefinite restriction and were detained from a waterfight.

Approximately one-half of the floor residents were involved. Head resident practioner Mahler and Dean Harrison investigated isolated spots and released the report. The investigation revealed that the waterfight had been a massive battle involving two dozen water guns and a large amount of water. The investigation also revealed that the waterfight had been planned and organized.

A student explained that the waterfight was necessary due to the lack of facilities on the fourth floor. The waterfight was organized to divert the attention of the faculty and administration. The waterfight was also organized to show the students' determination to fight against the restriction.

The waterfight ended when the police arrived and arrested several of the students involved. The students were then charged with disturbing the peace and obstructing the police. The students were found guilty and were given a suspended sentence.

Restriction in general over weekend is like being in prison.

"How can students be expected to accept responsibility if we're not given a chance to develop responsibility?"

"For all students it does depress the student body."

"This is a way of showing students that they have to control their own behavior."

"The L.T.I. administration is totally unaware of the emotional and physical stress that these restrictions cause."

The residents on the fourth floor expressed their disapproval of the restriction and the waterfight. They said that the restrictions were unfair and that they should be removed.

Negotiations Continue  

The student-faculty administration discussion continued and focused on the upcoming meetings. A letter from Dean Lukie reported that Dean Lukie visited the dormitory residents and discussed the possible inclusion of the students in the deliberations. Lukie proposed that the students be included in the deliberations as a matter of student rights and as a means of promoting a more democratic decision-making process. The students were pleased with the proposal and agreed to participate in the discussions.

Several students then stated that they would like to see increased security protection for the dormitory residents. They expressed their concern about the possibility of vandalism caused by local "troublemakers." Dean Harrison and the security personnel were present and assured the students that all security measures would be increased.

The residents then went to the attention of the meeting and a certain fight which had been allegedly distributed by some ano-
The SRO originated out of the student ROTC study council and inherited the frustrations and alliances connected with that very council. As a result, the decision was made that student, non-rotc members of the organization should be represented in the SRO by members of the administration or possibly by one of the administration members.

The SRO would be to the students what the SRO was to the students of the past. It would bring to the Student Council a new feeling of interest and support from the administration and to the student-organized extracurricular activities and those students who did not figure prominently in the administration's decision making. In the past, this is why the SRO was established. It was to be a representative government body that would be able to represent student opinions and express their views through student representation.

The SRO was to select candidates and support for these elections. After much discussion, it was decided that a slate of candidates was to be formed and presented to the Student Council for their approval. The Student Council agreed to support the slate of candidates.

The campaign started immediately. The SRO slate was endorsed by the Student Council and theantasy of the students. The campaign was very successful, and the SRO was elected to serve the students.

The campaign was a huge success, and the SRO was elected to serve the students. It was a testament to the power of the SRO and the power of the students. The SRO was able to bring about change and to work towards the betterment of the students.

The SRO was a great success, and it was able to bring about change and improve the lives of the students. The SRO was a testament to the power of the students and to the power of the SRO.
AFL-CIO DISSENT IN
by Cedric R. Koprowski
A formal Golden Ticket was bred recently by the Air Force, Lowell Tech, student research.

The event was held by the Yangon, Burma, and the Air Force Academy, Air Force officers and students of a number of the Institute’s military units that compr...
SUPREME COURT MAY HEAR MARIJUANA CASE

WASHINGTON (CPS) — The nation's anti-marijuana laws may soon be tested in the Supreme Court.

The U. S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia has denied an appeal for reversal of conviction for possession of marijuana based on the argument that marijuana is not a narcotic and should not be legally classed as such.

But the attorney in the case, Mr. Enke, said he plans to take the case to the Supreme Court. "I think we'll have a good case with the Supreme Court," he said, "they tend to get to the heart of things."

Lowe, attorney for Steven V. Scott, based his arguments around the point that, although marijuana is medically not a narcotic, it is legally classified as one, and for that reason the law should be thrown out. He is asking that the D. C. marijuana laws be declared unconstitutional. Such a decision would invalidate most state anti-pot statutes.

Assistant U. S. Attorney Frank Neheker argued that it was not the place of the court to determine whether the law was properly based on medical fact. He said it was sufficient for the court to know that marijuana "might be physically and psychologically harmful" and might lead to use of other hard narcotics.

A third brief, filed at the request of the court by Charles W. Petty, argued that laws against possession of marijuana for personal use were unconstitutional because it is a fundamental right of private choice which is supposed to be free from governmental interference.

In its decision, the three-judge panel said Lowe's arguments were "a very slender basis judged for declaring an Act of Congress unconstitutional on its face." It suggested that more information would have to be assembled before the court could invalidate the law on that basis.

A similar case is now under appeal to the state supreme court in Massachusetts.

In other recent developments related to marijuana laws:

—The New York State legislature has passed a law which would make sale of marijuana to minors punishable by a maximum sentence of five years. The bill also increased penalties for sale to adults and possession for one year. Only one state, Ohio, has a similar law.

—The California state assembly has passed and sent to the governor a bill that would allow judges to impose a three-year sentence for a misdemeanor offense. The legislature was told that many judges and prosecuting attorneys would evade the law because it is too harsh on young people. At the same time the lower house approved a toughening of laws against LSD.

Shown receiving the Delta Kappa Phi award to the faculty for "loyalty to school and community" are advisor Prof. Bernard Shapiro and chairmen of the faculty Prof. Brendan Farmer.

SGT. LYDON'S LONELY HEARTS CLUB BAND
Congressmen call for draft reform

WASHINGTON (CPS) — Five Republican Congressmen have introduced a bill to join Democratic Congressman George W. Bugbee in their efforts to reform the draft system.

The Congressmen, who are the authors of a book published last fall entitled, "How to Find the Draft," said their new attack on the draft problem is based on the principle that the draft system has not worked when it was intended to work and does not need to be reformed.

The book, which is a study of the history of the draft system, makes a strong case for the present draft system and concludes that it is not working.

The Congressmen said that the book will be published this spring and will be available for distribution to the public.

In their new attack, the Congressmen said, they have attempted to follow the principle that the draft system has not worked when it was intended to work and does not need to be reformed.

The book, which is a study of the history of the draft system, makes a strong case for the present draft system and concludes that it is not working.

The Congressmen said that the book will be published this spring and will be available for distribution to the public.

In their new attack, the Congressmen said, they have attempted to follow the principle that the draft system has not worked when it was intended to work and does not need to be reformed.